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     Good Afternoon and Welcome – New and returning students, families, 

friends, and tutors – to the spring term of the Graduate Institute at St. John's 

College. In particular, welcome to all of you who are today becoming members of 

the Graduate Institute.  

In an attempt to connect these talks to life in the Graduate Institute, I try to 

make each a reflection on a text I read with students over the past semester – and 

so I found myself wondering what to say about the text we studied in my most 

recent preceptorial, Thomas Mann’s extraordinary Magic Mountain. It is a novel in 

the classic tradition of the bildungsroman - which is only to say a novel about 

education – so that would seem to make it a likely candidate for a convocation 

address. However, what intrigues me most about the novel is that it is also about 

time. And doesn’t it makes sense to consider time and education together? We all 

know that education, even in the most basic sense of training, takes time; and 

education in the more profound sense, the education that (as the motto of the 

college puts it) would make “free adults out of children,” continues through time 

and is never complete.  

Mann’s novel doesn’t simply draw our attention to time, however;  it 



confronts us with time as a mystery. The novel tells the story of Hans Castorp, a 

“perfectly ordinary young man” who goes to a sanatorium in the high Alps for a 

visit he intends to last for three weeks, and somehow stays for seven years. We are 

informed that it is a story which should be told in verbs of the “deepest past” – but 

“it does not actually owe its pastness to time.” (All quotes taken from the Vintage 

John E. Woods translation.) And what is time? Mann’s narrator explicitly and 

insistently raises the question. It is, (quote) “a secret – insubstantial and 

omnipotent. A prerequisite of the external world, a motion intermingled and fused 

with bodies existing and moving in space. But would there be no time if there were 

no motion? No motion, if there were no time?”  

 At this point, you’ve probably started to wonder where this could be going. 

Has someone really raised the question “What is time” in a convocation address? 

Don’t worry, in the short time I have for this address, I am not going to try to 

answer it. I am only going to look at one particularly important definition of time, 

and at one powerful image from the novel, and attempt to make a few 

observations. My first observation is that asking questions about time – in time – 

causes one to interrogate one’s own speech. What do I mean, for example, when I 

speak of “the time I have for this talk?” If you ask me how long the talk is, I might 

respond - about 15 minutes. But of course the 15 minutes are not  the talk. They 

are only some sort of measure of one quality of the talk. 



 Those who have taken the Mathematics and Natural Science segment (and I 

will confess, parenthetically, that one of my subsidiary goals in this talk is to leave 

those of you who might have some hesitation about signing up for a segment with 

that title intrigued about the questions we discuss there) or who have had some 

other opportunity to read Aristotle’s Physics may not be surprised by the famous 

definition of time to which I will now turn. Both Mann’s questions about the 

relationship between time and motion, and my observation relating time to 

measurement, echo ideas we find there.  

 “Would there be no time if there were no motion? No motion, if there were 

no time?” asked Mann.  Aristotle actually proposes a quite definite answer to 

Mann’s question about the relationship between time and motion, and which has 

priority. It is motion. What is primary both in our experience and in itself is not 

something we call time, which we can never seem to grasp, but change. And all 

change, whether it be growth, decay, or change from place to place, is at bottom 

motion. So where does time come in? “Time,” says Aristotle,   “is the number of 

motion with respect to the prior and posterior.” (quotes are taken from the 

Hippocrates G. Apostle translation of the Physics.) Time then doesn’t exist in the 

in its own right as a thing; rather, it is a sort of measure; a measure brought to 

change by counting.  According to Aristotle the primary motion upon which all 

others are based is the rotating motion of the heavens; and the most inclusive 



notion of time, which encompasses us all, is the number of this regular, circular, 

motion. Aristotle is bold enough to say that if there were no Counter, no intellect or 

Soul to do the counting, then although there might be motion, there would be no 

time.   

And how might we bring Aristotle’s understanding of time to an 

examination of education? Whatever else we may say about education, it doesn’t 

seem far-fetched to me to say that education is a process of change, and thus a 

motion.  In fact, in the Physics, Aristotle uses education – divided into teaching 

and learning – as an example of a particular sort of motion or change that can look 

different depending upon the direction from which it is approached. Teaching and 

learning are not the same, any more than acting and being acted upon are the same, 

or going from Athens to Thebes is the same as going from Thebes to Athens - but 

(quote) “that to which they belong, the motion, is the same.” (202b 20) It takes the 

same amount of time for someone to teach me something as it does for me to learn 

it because teaching and learning, though they are not identical on one another, 

belong to the same motion.   

Thinking about education along with Aristotle’s definition of time suggests 

more about the sort of change we take education to be - at least insofar as it 

changes us in the direction of what we should hope to become. Remember that, to 

the assertion that “time is the number of motion,” the definition added “with 



respect to the prior and posterior.” This last part might raise the suspicion that the 

definition is circular; don’t prior and posterior smuggle a sense of before and after, 

of time, right into our definition of time? But “prior and posterior,” rather than 

making the definition circular, are pointing toward a distinction Aristotle makes 

between violent and natural motions. All change that is natural is a change from 

potentiality toward actuality (book VIII ch. 4)  The education that makes free 

adults out of children is just this sort of change - a natural change, or motion, for 

human beings.  The posterior is implicit in the potential of the prior; the before is 

taken up in the motion, the change, that takes us through the present to the after. 

The free adult is potentially present in the child.  

 

Stopping for a moment to take stock, what can we say so far? Education 

seems to be a kind of change in a human being, toward a greater actualization of 

human possibility. It occurs in time, but as time is merely the measurement or 

number of the change, the time itself is not the point; one doesn’t undertake an 

education, at least not usually, in order to fill time - but out of a desire for growth 

and change.  

And yet, consigning time to the status of a mere epiphenomenon doesn’t feel 

entirely right. It seems to me that although I cannot point to time or grasp it, I in 



some way experience it; it may have qualities – may be, for example, fast or slow.  

Though it may be the number of change, I also wonder whether it can change me. 

As I consider my own experience, and particularly as I read Mann, I have a sense 

of time as elusive and mysterious, and not without power.   

 Can I even say that, though? If time has some power, doesn’t it have to be 

some thing? Mann’s narrator says at one point that time seems less like a noun than 

like a verb, like an activity.  Looking back to our Aristotelian definition, I think we 

can safely say that it is at the very least closely related to an activity. If time is the 

number of motion, and would not even exist without a subject that counts or 

numbers, then we cannot think of time without also thinking about the activity of 

counting. In its broadest sense, as I said earlier, the motion numbered is the 

rotation of the heavens; and the time that encompasses us all is the number that 

arises from the activity of the soul or intellect eternally counting these revolutions.  

But not all motions are the prime motion. The universe is full of motions, natural 

or unnatural, internally or externally caused. Likewise the activity of applying 

number to motion is something we engage in on different and more local levels. In 

some communities we count the return of seasons and the growth and decay of 

crops, in others the rhythm of tides. Events like this one mark the regular return of 

periods in the life of an academic community. And if we engage consistently in the 



activity of numbering motion in a particular way isn’t it likely to be true that this 

activity, like any other regular activity, bends back and shapes us, the actors?  

 For an example of the way we humans are shaped by our own numbering, I 

will turn from Aristotle back to the Magic Mountain. One of the recurrent themes 

of that book is the difference between life in the flatlands and life on the mountain, 

and much of the difference comes down to a difference in the sense of time. At the 

International Sanatorium Berghof, each day is marked by no less than five 

sumptuous meals and three “rest cures,” which divide the motion of the day into 

periods such as “between first and second breakfast.” Then, although the day is so 

closely divided, other units of time to which we flatlanders are accustomed have 

lost all meaning; the next smallest unit of time of which anyone is aware is said to 

be a month. This unusual method of counting has a profound and disorienting 

effect upon Hans Castorp. With days that seem full, and without weeks to hold 

onto, months slip away almost before one notices that they have begun.  

 Mann offers another extremely rich image for the lived experience of 

time that confirms our intuition of its formative power – the image of music. Music 

also puts number to a kind of motion. As the narrator puts it, music “measures and 

divides,” and presents itself “as movement toward an end.” (531)  Like time, at 

least as I experience it, music has qualities, shape, moves now more quickly now 

more slowly. It may be pleasant but insipid, like the light music that a concert band 



provides to the citizens of the Magic Mountain every other Sunday, making the 

lightest of marks halfway through the monthly unit. Or it may be grand and 

inspiring, stretching and extending the soul as the listener attempts to take in all 

that transpires. In either case, it affects those who live in and with it. The chapter of 

the Magic Mountain that arguably presents the apex of Hans Castorp’s educational 

development is entitled “Fullness of Harmony,” and describes his extended 

emotional and intellectual engagement with several great works of music. One of 

the most important source books for anyone thinking about education, Plato’s 

Republic, has much to say about how music may mold the soul of the individual 

and the shape of the polis.  

 I’m reaching the end of my 15 minutes, - and so, remembering that this is a 

convocation address, I must ask - what do these musings about the formative 

power of the activity of numbering motion, leave us able to say about the activity 

we engage in together here in the Graduate Institute? We don’t make music 

together in the GI (though they do in the undergraduate program), but we do have 

our own peculiar ways of numbering motion together. You are joining a 

community, entering into a local time you will share with your classmates and 

tutors, in which we number weeks, and find that within each week the Mondays 

and Thursdays have a particular accented quality that shapes our perception of the 

other days. In which a seminar, which measured by the movement of the hand of 



your watch around a circular path takes two hours, is a unit recognized by all that 

may sometimes fly, very occasionally may creep. 

 It’s still true, of course, that the shape of the week and the movement of a 

seminar are not the point of what we do. For this education, the books we read and 

the conversations we share are the critical elements. It takes time to read and to 

talk, but time, as we looked at Aristotle’s definition, seemed to dissolve in our 

hands. Still, there is an activity implied by the giving of number to motion and that 

activity, like all activities we engage in regularly, affects us. The way we number 

time matters. Our common way of experiencing time is part of what creates a 

powerful and cohesive sense of community, a community with periods of intense 

activity but also, we hope, with time for reflection.  And this community provides 

the context which creates the possibility for our other activities and for the change 

we experience together – the development toward a more fully realized and free 

humanity which is liberal education.  

So again, welcome.  Welcome to the beginning of to an unusual motion of 

development and change – counted in four segments, in 12 classes, in set numbers 

of seminars and tutorials, but numbered more variously with respect to weeks and 

months, according to the different paths we take – Welcome to the Graduate 

Institute!  THANK YOU.     


